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EDITORIAL

Captur and the Captur concept.

Derived from the concept car of the same name, the Renault Captur embodies a new approach to 
vehicle design.

We have created a compact crossover that unites the best of three worlds: the personality and sturdiness 
of an SUV, the functionality of a passenger van and the driving pleasure of a saloon.

The Renault Captur embodies "EXPLORE" – the second phase of our new design strategy based on 
the idea of the cycle of life. The Renault Captur entices you to explore and discover new places, leaving behind the 'urban 
jungle' in search of romantic, family and sporty adventures full of excitement.

Renault Captur's design is expressed through smooth, flowing, even lines. It is superbly practical, agile and ingenious. The 
Captur exudes originality with its two-colour paintwork and customisation options that allow each individual to match the 
car to his or her own lifestyle and desires.

The Renault Captur, Renault's new crossover, will let you explore life to the full!

LAURENS VAN DEN ACKER, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT OF RENAULT CORPORATE DESIGN

YOUR LIFE
CAPTUR

EXPLORE

RENAULT
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PERSONAL

EXPLORER

YES, IT'S STYLISH – BUT IT'S A LOT MORE BESIDES! RENAULT'S FIRST URBAN CROSSOVER, THE 
CAPTUR IS AGILE, DYNAMIC AND ELEGANT, BOTH INSIDE AND OUT. DRAWING ON RENAULT'S EXPERTISE,  
IT EXPLORES NEW TERRITORY IN TERMS OF DESIGN, COMFORT, EQUIPMENT... AND PLEASURE! 

1.

2.

4.

1. The customisable Renault Captur sports original two-colour paintwork that distinguishes the roof, pillars and mirror casings from the rest of the body. 2. Sturdy 
and light in equal measure, the Renault Captur's flowing, elegant profile hints at a spacious passenger compartment. Its compact footprint, raised ground clearance, 
large wheels and sill guards will enable it to take every aspect of everyday motoring in its stride. 3. With its vast, bright interior, 'tailor-made' colour schemes and 
ergonomic dashboard, the Captur is simply made for you. 4. Stylish, efficient and distinctive, the elliptical headlights enhance the Captur's personality. Combined 
with the enlarged logo and structured radiator grille, they show off Renault's new identity.

A VOYAGE THROUGH 
THE CAPTUR

3.
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THE FULLY-EQUIPPED
URBAN EXPLORER

THE BETTER EQUIPPED YOU ARE, THE MORE YOU CAN EXPLORE – WHATEVER THE TERRAIN. THE RENAULT 
CAPTUR HAS EVERYTHING TO HELP YOU ON EVEN YOUR WILDEST EXPEDITIONS: THE RENAULT R-LINK 
100% TOUCHSCREEN NETWORK-CONNECTED MULTIMEDIA TABLET, HIGH-PERFORMANCE ENGINES, 
HILL START ASSIST, SEATS WITH UNZIPPABLE COVERS, EVEN A HANDS-FREE CARD FOR ADDED PEACE 
OF MIND... HAPPY EXPLORING!

1. Unzippable seat covers. The brand-new seat design enhances the passenger compartment's modern look. The Zip Collection upholstery is unzippable and 
machine-washable. Eight available patterns (depending on the model) let you change your interior trim whenever you like! The front seat backs can be wiped down 
with a sponge. 2. Renault R-Link. Network-connected multimedia tablet with 7" touchscreen and voice recognition to control the essential functions (TomTom ® 
navigation, multimedia, hands-free calls, vehicle and online applications) intuitively and in complete safety, without taking your eyes off the road. 3. Eco driving mode. 
Reducing your daily fuel consumption is made easy thanks to the eco2 driving programme and its advice tailored to meet your specific needs. You can also plan for 
the vagaries of motoring with HD Traffic ® *. With Renault R-Link you can enjoy 3D Sound by Arkamys ®. 4. Climate control. With combined pollen/activated carbon 
filter and toxicity sensor. The filters reduce fine particulate matter and pollutants (exhaust gases, odours). If a high pollution level is detected, the system automatically 
shuts the ventilation system. 5. Easy Life drawer. Easy for both the driver and front passenger to access, this drawer – boasting a record capacity of 11 litres 
– takes the place of the glovebox. Ingenious and practical, it comes with customised LED lighting (depending on the version). 6. Parking distance control. Four 
rear parking sensors, with reversing camera depending on the version. The camera sends the image to the navigation system screen and displays guidance aids. 
7. Media Nav touchscreen multimedia system. Navigation as standard, 4 x 20 W radio, music via audio streaming and Bluetooth ® hands-free telephone system.  
USB and jack sockets on the front panel. 8. Hands-free card. To unlock, start and remotely lock the car. 

TRANSFORM YOUR 
EVERYDAY LIFE

7.

5.

1.

2-3-4.

6.

8.

* Depending on country.
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Life has so many unexpected, furtive pleasures. With a look and a gesture, in 
just a brief instant we capture them, collect them and store them away... How 
sweet it is to enjoy the here and now! 

The Renault Captur is higher, to allow you to see better. It's sleeker, to make heads 
turn. It's niftier, to let you drive wherever you like. With the Captur, taking city street 
corners, weaving through handy shortcuts and setting off for new adventures 
becomes second nature. When the Captur stops, it's instantly ready to set off again, 
seeking out new vistas, desires and encounters. 
Arizona Orange, Pacific Blue, Ivory – the excitement moves up a notch. The Captur 
raises its nose and surges forward, weaving in and out as it searches for new 
sensations, new exploits, new lifestyles to explore.

JUST OPEN YOUR EYES AND TAKE A LOOK AROUND. 
JUST LIVE IN THE MOMENT AND BE YOURSELF. 
A GLINT OF SUNLIGHT, A BIRD TAKING FLIGHT, A 
BURST OF LAUGHTER, A CHILD RUNNING, A FREEZE-
FRAME IMAGE, THE TWINKLE OF AN EYE, A SPECIAL 
MOMENT...

LIFE
CAPTURE



Adventure is just around the corner. 
With its raised ground clearance, large 

wheels, turning circle and driving 
assistance technology, the Renault 
Captur sets off to explore the city. 



The perfect getaway: put your foot down and 
escape the city for another dynamic, lively, daring adventure!  
Boasting stylish colours, the Renault Captur  
sports its structured radiator grille and majestic front end with pride.



Here we are, miles from anywhere. Under the tranquil sky, nature pulses with colour. 
Economical, environmentally-friendly, discreet – the Renault Energy engines use 
all of their talents to enhance your journey. The 6-speed dual-clutch EDC automatic 
gearbox gives you even more comfort and pleasure.



On the inside, everything is to hand, within sight and guaranteed to please. Exceedingly 
generous, the Renault Captur offers its occupants a brightly-lit passenger compartment 
with multiple storage areas. With one hand, open the large Easy Life drawer: cameras, 
water bottles – everything can fit in, gently lit by colour LEDs. With the other, pick up 
your sunglasses from the storage space on top of the dashboard. Let the extraordinary 
ambiance gently embrace you!



The Captur is also strikingly elegant. 
Colours, lines and customisation 

abound. The street holds its breath. 
Sporty, bright, stylish – the Captur 

draws envious glances with its two-
colour bodywork, diamond decal and 

heavenly physique.
To be continued...



The Captur accommodates even your craziest whims: its sliding rear bench seat lets you 
find the ideal compromise between loading volume and space for the rear passengers.  
Clubs and balls can be taken out of the boot in an instant, laughter filling the night. 
The Captur rises to challenge after challenge. 
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TRAVEL KIT
SKATEBOARDS, GAMES, SPORTS AND TRAVEL BAGS – THE CAPTUR'S BOOT CAN TAKE IT ALL! ITS MULTI-
POSITION FLOOR IS REMOVABLE AND REVERSIBLE; INGENIOUS AND EASY TO CLEAN, THE RUBBER 
SURFACE* ALLOWS YOU TO LOAD WET AND DIRTY ITEMS WITHOUT HAVING TO WORRY.

* Depending on the version.
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ALWAYS READY TO FOLLOW YOU ON YOUR ADVENTURES, THE CAPTUR HAS EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO 
TAKE CAMERAS, VIDEO DEVICES, TRAVEL GUIDES AND WATER BOTTLES... A LARGE SLIDING DRAWER 
– THE ENVY OF ANY GLOVEBOX – FREES UP YOUR HANDS AND EASES YOUR MIND. YOUR ADVENTURE 
STARTS HERE!

URBAN EASY LIFE
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BEFORE PRODUCING THE CAPTUR, WE RE-EXAMINED EVERY 
DETAIL: SHAPES, STRUCTURAL DESIGN INTELLIGENCE, EN-
GINE PHILOSOPHY. THE RESULT: AN INTERIOR SPACE THAT 
CAN BE MODULATED AS DESIRED, UBIQUITOUS STORAGE 
AREAS AND CLEAN, ECONOMICAL ENGINES. AND A SIMPLY 
IRRESISTIBLE PERSONALITY .

RENAULT CAPTUR
UNDER THE X-RAY

RENAULT CAPTUR

Wheelbase: 2,606 mm

Overall length: 4,122 mm

Width*: 1,778 mm

Height: 1,566 mm

Boot volume (min./max. VDA):  
377/455 dm3

Max. boot volume (with bench seat  
folded down) 1,235 dm3

* Overall width excl. door mirrors.



STOP & START
Automatically turns off the engine when the Captur is stopped and in neutral, cutting down on 
emissions, fuel consumption and noise. Restarts instantly, smoothly and without vibrations.

ENERGY SMART MANAGEMENT (ESM)
By recovering kinetic energy when braking and decelerating, ESM optimises the consumption of 
electrical energy and helps recharge the battery.

VENT CONTROL
Automatically adjust the flow of air through the radiator to the engine's cooling requirements, 
improving the vehicle's aerodynamics and fuel consumption.

ECO MODE
To reduce fuel consumption even further, the driver can hand over control of some driving duties 
to Eco Mode, which modifies the vehicle's acceleration, torque/power management and heating/
air-conditioning. Driving is made smoother and acceleration longer, thus saving fuel.

1

2

3

4
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PLEASANT AND RELIABLE, STURDY AND FRUGAL, THE RENAULT ENERGY PETROL AND DIESEL ENGINES 
DO NOT FORGET THE QUALITIES THEY OWE TO FORMULA ONE: TECHNOLOGY, FUEL ECONOMY, FLEXIBILITY 
AND ENDURANCE. THE RENAULT CAPTUR'S POSITION AT THE TOP OF ITS CATEGORY IN TERMS OF 
QUALITY/PERFORMANCE RATIO IS NO ACCIDENT.

All of the Renault Captur's engines are turbocharged. The goal? To be the best in their category in terms of driving 
pleasure. With a lively response, sharp acceleration and flexibility at all speeds, the Energy engines combine 
driving pleasure and fuel economy, with remarkably controlled fuel consumption and CO2 emission levels.

100% turbo, 100% efficient.
On the petrol side, the new Energy TCe 90 is an 898 cm three-cylinder turbo engine that delivers 90 hp without 
flinching. The 135 Nm torque allows sharp acceleration and is available from low speeds (90% of torque at 1,650 rpm), 
avoiding excessively frequent gear changes and ensuring pleasant city driving. It consumes only 4.9 L/100 km* and 
its emissions are limited to 113 g/km* of CO2. The new TCe 120 EDC, meanwhile, combines power and controlled 
fuel consumption (5.4 L/100 km and 125 g/km** of CO2). Responsive, lively and agile, it is both powerful and quiet. 
Its 120 hp delivers torque of 190 Nm at 2,000 rpm. For even greater driving pleasure, it is connected to a 6-speed 
dual-clutch EDC automatic gearbox.

As for diesel, the new Energy dCi 90 engine is quite simply the best of its generation! With combined-cycle fuel 
consumption of only 3.6 L/100 km* and CO2 emissions of 95 g/km*,  it guarantees an especially economical, 
pleasant drive. Response and power are available at low speeds: the 90 hp and the 220 Nm torque will take you 
wherever you want to go. 

The EDC gearbox 
For more comfort and pleasure, the 6-speed dual-clutch EDC automatic gearbox is offered with the 
TCe 120 engines and, in the second half of the year, with the dCi 90. Upshifting is fast and smooth, with 
no jerking or loss in acceleration. Fuel consumption is comparable to that of a manual gearbox.

STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY

* Official consumption and emissions according to applicable regulations. 
** Consumption and emissions pending certification.

STOP & START
Automatically turns off the engine when the Captur is stopped and in neutral, cutting down on emissions, 
fuel consumption and noise. Restarts instantly, smoothly and without vibrations.

ENERGY SMART MANAGEMENT (ESM)
By recovering kinetic energy when braking and decelerating, ESM optimises the consumption of electrical 
energy and helps recharge the battery.

VENT CONTROL
Automatically adjust the flow of air through the radiator to the engine's cooling requirements, improving 
the vehicle's aerodynamics and fuel consumption.

ECO MODE
To reduce fuel consumption even further, the driver can hand over control of some driving duties to Eco 
Mode, which modifies acceleration, torque/power management and heating/air-conditioning. Driving is 
made smoother and acceleration longer, thus saving fuel.

PURE

ENERGY
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ADVENTURES YOU'LL REMEMBER FOREVER. THE SUPERBLY PRACTICAL 
RENAULT CAPTUR HAS SET ITS SIGHTS ON EXPLORERS OF BOTH COUNTRY 
LANES AND CITY STREETS, PROVIDING THEM WITH STORAGE WORTHY 
OF ITS NAME. IDEAS, OBJECTS, LITTLE TREASURES – YOU'LL NEVER 
HAVE TO LEAVE ANYTHING BEHIND!

The 11-litre Easy Life drawer can hold all of your valuables. Accessible and practical, this XXL storage space is 
a big new concept! Net pockets behind each front seat can be used to store newspapers, maps, notebooks or 
explorer guidebooks As if that were not enough, there is also a closed compartment on top of the dashboard 

and a removable central storage area (depending on the version) that can be accessed from both the front and rear 
seats. Meanwhile, the boot* has a multi-position, removable and reversible floor (depending on the version), with 
a rubber surface that can be wiped down with a sponge. When raised to sill level, the floor hides what you don't 
want to show; in its mid-level position, it gives a practical boost to your loading space.

* From 377 dm3 to 455 dm3 when the bench seat is in forward position.

THERE'S SO MUCH
TO EXPLORE!
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Original, modular and cheerful, the Renault Captur 
moulds to your personality and surrounds you 
with stylish details. The continuous shape of the 

dashboard and the interior panels envelops you like a 
cocoon. 

The 'zip collection' customisable seat covers, made from 
soft fabric in a variety of colours (with 8 available patterns), 
are unzippable and washable. The overall trim – in a light 
or dark colour scheme – adapts to suit your taste.

To ensure even greater comfort for adults and children 
alike, there is ample interior space. The rear passengers 
enjoy knee room of up to 21.6 cm! The 1/3-2/3 folding 
rear bench has 3 seats, converts into a fl at fl oor and slides 
on rails, allowing the Captur's volume to be adjusted and 
its passenger compartment arranged to suit your needs.

Space, light, colours - every aspect makes you want to 
climb inside the Renault Captur!

WE GO FURTHER WHEN WE'RE COMFORTABLE. FURTHER IN EXPLORING. FURTHER IN ENJOYING THE 
PLEASURE OF TRAVELLING. SPACIOUS, ORIGINAL AND COLOURFUL, THE RENAULT CAPTUR'S INTERIOR 
BREAKS WITH CONVENTION: LIGHT AND DARK COLOUR SCHEMES, UNZIPPABLE SEAT COVERS... THE 
WORD 'HARMONY' SUDDENLY TAKES ON A NEW MEANING.

INNER
SPACE
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FOCUS ON STYLE & CUSTOMISATION

CHROMO ZONE/Captur colours

CREATIVE WORKSHOP/Interior design and decor

CUSTOMISATION/Every possible combination 

FREEWHEEL/Engines

MUST-HAVE ACCESSORIES/The options that convey a style

EQUIPMENT & OPTIONS/The full list

DIMENSIONS/Volumes and dimensioned drawings

CHOOSE THE LEVEL OF COMFORT AND EQUIPMENT YOU REQUIRE. TAILOR YOUR VEHICLE TO YOUR SPECIFIC 
NEEDS.FREEDOM IS EXPERIENCED IN THE SMALLEST OF DETAILS. IN-DEPTH LOOK AT THE CAPTUR CATALOGUE.



IVORY (CO)
STARRY BLACK ROOF (MP)

ROOF 
ARIZONA ORANGE (MP) IVORY (CO)

MOCHA BROWN (MP)
IVORY ROOF (CO)

ROOF 
STARRY BLACK (MP) MOCHA BROWN (MP)

SMOKY NAVY BLUE (CO)
IVORY ROOF (CO)

ROOF 
STARRY BLACK (MP) SMOKY NAVY BLUE (CO)

STONE (MP)
IVORY ROOF (CO)

ROOF 
STARRY BLACK (MP) STONE (MP)

ARIZONA ORANGE (MP)
IVORY ROOF (CO)

ROOF 
STARRY BLACK (MP) ARIZONA ORANGE (MP)

PACIFIC BLUE (MP)
IVORY ROOF (CO)

ROOF 
STARRY BLACK (MP) PACIFIC BLUE (MP)

STARRY BLACK (MP)
ARIZONA ORANGE
ROOF (MP)

IVORY ROOF (CO) STARRY BLACK (MP)

OYSTER GREY (MP)
STARRY BLACK ROOF (MP)

ROOF 
ARIZONA ORANGE (MP) OYSTER GREY (MP)

MERCURY (MP)
STARRY BLACK ROOF (MP)

ROOF 
ARIZONA ORANGE (MP) MERCURY (MP)

CHROMO ZONE
OPAQUE, GLOSSY, NON-METALLIC, REFLECTIVE...
THE COLOUR PALETTE REVEALED, TINGED WITH EMOTION.

CO: Clearcoat Opaque;      MP:  Metallic Paint
Photos not contractually binding.



CREATIVE WORKSHOP
EQUIPMENT LEVEL, COLOURS AND OPTIONS: YOU GET TO CHOOSE!

STANDARD EQUIPMENT ON AUTHENTIQUE

Body-coloured bumpers
LED daytime running lights
Black grain-effect side protectors with chequered pattern
Black grain-effect mirrors and handles
Turquoise pack (centre console and air vent surrounds)
Blue fabric fixed upholstery
ABS with EBA, ESC and Hill Start Assist
1/3–2/3 sliding bench seat with 3 height-adjustable rear headrests
Flat floor
Bucket seats
Turquoise Easy Life drawer (not illuminated)
Extrême 16" hubcaps
Electric front and rear windows
ECO mode
On-board computer
Cruise control–speed limiter
Front and side driver and passenger airbags
Variable power-assisted steering
Height- and depth-adjustable steering wheel
Key card unlocking system
Electric door mirrors
Driver seat belt reminder
Isofix seats
Radio CD player with 4 speakers, Bluetooth®, Jack & USB

OPTIONS

City pack (rear parking sensor and electrically folding door mirrors) 
Manual air-conditioning 
Metallic paint
Alarm pre-equipment
Fog lights
Emergency spare wheel

AUTHENTIQUE

Extrême 16" hubcap

Blue fabric fixed upholstery and dark 
carbon backrest with dark colour scheme

Light interior colour scheme 

Blue fabric fixed upholstery and ivory 
backrest with light colour scheme

STANDARD EQUIPMENT ON  
EXPRESSION = AUTHENTIQUE +

Chrome strip on front grille
Chrome fog light surrounds
Chrome side strips on lower door protections
Body-coloured mirrors and handles
16" alloy wheel rims 
Light or dark colour scheme
Grey (light colour scheme) or glossy black 
(dark colour scheme) air vent surrounds
Grey (light colour scheme) or glossy black 
(dark colour scheme) centre console
Ivory or grey interior colour pack (air vent, 
centre console and speaker surrounds)
Ivory drawer
Fixed upholstery (four types available)
Easy Life drawer light
Manual air-conditioning
Card unlocking system with hands-free function
One-touch-up window on driver's side  
(with anti-trapping function)
Removable central storage area
Reversible boot floor

OPTIONS 

Black - orange - ivory look pack 
(17" alloy wheel rims and tinted rear windows) 
City pack (rear parking sensor and electrically folding door mirrors) 
Comfort pack (climate control – automatic dipped headlights 
and windscreen wipers)
Media Nav
R-Link
Metallic paint
Alarm pre-equipment 
Emergency spare wheel 

* Bovine leather.

EXPRESSION

Arizona orange fabric fixed upholstery 
and ivory backrest

Dark carbon fabric fixed upholstery 
and ivory backrest

UPHOLSTERY AVAILABLE WITH LIGHT INTERIOR

Arizona orange fabric fixed upholstery 
and dark carbon backrest

Dark carbon fabric fixed upholstery 

UPHOLSTERY AVAILABLE WITH DARK INTERIOR

Light interior colour scheme (optional) 16" alloy wheel rims (standard)



STANDARD EQUIPMENT ON
DYNAMIQUE = EXPRESSION +

Two-colour roof and door mirrors
(Arizona orange, starry black or ivory, 
depending on body colour)
17" black diamond-cut alloy wheel rims 
Chrome light surrounds
Chrome strip on tailgate
Dark colour scheme
Chrome pack (air vent, centre console and speaker surrounds)
Chrome parts on the gear lever
Removable "Zip Collection" seat covers
Glossy black parts on door armrests
Glossy black section on leather* steering wheel
Media Nav
Climate control
Leather* steering wheel + gear lever knob
Automatic dipped headlights and windscreen wipers
Fog lights with corner lighting 
Elastic storage pockets behind front seats

OPTIONS

Techno pack (reversing camera – Renault R-Link)
R-Link
Metallic paint
Alarm pre-equipment 
Emergency spare wheel 

* Bovine leather.

DYNAMIQUE

17" black diamond-cut alloy wheel rims 

Two-colour light and dark grey
removable upholstery

Two-colour orange and dark grey
removable upholstery

Picture shown with R-Link as an option.

Dark grey removable upholstery Two-colour dark grey removable 
upholstery

CUSTOMISATION
TO MAKE YOUR RENAULT CAPTUR FEEL UNIQUE DOWN TO THE LAST DETAIL, A RANGE OF CUSTOMISATION 
OPTIONS IS AVAILABLE: DISCOVER MORE ABOUT WHAT YOU CAN CUSTOMISE, INSIDE AND OUT. IT'S UP TO YOU 
TO CHOOSE THE TRIM AND LEVEL OF CUSTOMISATION YOU DESIRE.

1

4
3

2

EXTERIOR CUSTOMISATION 

Two-tone colours

Decals

Wheel rims

Exterior colour scheme:
radiator grille and tailgate strips,
fog light surrounds and side protective 
strips

Two-tone colours – Decals – Wheel rims – Exterior colour packs.

1

2

3

4



17" orange diamond-cut
alloy wheel rims

DECALS (ROOF OR BONNET)2

Captur decal: on roof

17" ivory diamond-cut
alloy wheel rims

Diamond decal: on roof and tailgateMap decal: on roof
and driver side wing

17" black diamond-cut
alloy wheel rims

WHEEL RIMS

EXTERIOR COLOUR PACKS4

3
Associated with tinted rear windows 

Each pack includes coloured radiator grille and side protective strips, fog light surrounds and tailgate strip.

Ivory radiator grille strip

Ivory fog light surrounds

Ivory side protective strip

Ivory tailgate strip

IVORY EXTERIOR PACK

Black radiator grille strip

Black tailgate strip

Black fog light surrounds

Black side protective strip

BLACK EXTERIOR PACK

Orange radiator grille strip

Orange tailgate strip

Orange fog light surrounds

Orange side protective strip

ORANGE EXTERIOR PACK



INTERIOR CUSTOMSATION

Arizona orange/grey 
removable 
upholstery*

Dark carbon/grey 
removable 
upholstery* 

Grey/dark carbon 
removable upholstery

Arizona orange/dark 
carbon removable 
upholstery

Dark carbon 
removable upholstery

Dark carbon 
removable upholstery 
with Diamond theme

Captur theme steering wheel and 
two-colour Arizona orange/dark carbon 
removable upholstery with Captur theme

Map theme steering wheel and two-
colour blue/ivory removable upholstery 
with Map theme

Diamond theme steering wheel and 
dark carbon removable upholstery with 
Diamond theme

INTERIOR TRIMS1 "ZIP COLLECTION" UPHOLSTERY 3

INTERIOR THEME PACKS2

Interior trims:  
Air vent surrounds 
Centre console surrounds 

Speaker surrounds 
Easy Life drawer colour  
and light

Theme packs 
(steering wheel + upholstery)

"Zip Collection" upholstery

Removable and machine-washable.

Captur and Diamond theme on dark colour scheme, Expression and Dynamique only. 
Map theme on Expression and light colour scheme only.

Available with light or dark colour scheme.

Interior trims - Interior theme packs - "Zip Collection" upholstery

* Only available on Expression

CAPTUR THEME MAP THEME DIAMOND THEME

Blue interior trim Arizona orange interior trim Lime green interior trim

1 2 3

2

2
3

1

1

1

1



WHEEL RIM WHEEL RIM 

Arizona orange interior trim and Captur interior theme pack Blue interior trim and Map interior theme packCaptur theme steering wheel Map theme steering wheelTwo-colour Arizona orange/dark 
carbon removable upholstery with 
Captur theme

Two-colour blue/ivory removable 
upholstery with Map theme

17" orange diamond-cut 
wheel rim

17" ivory diamond-cut 
wheel rim

ARIZONA AZUR

INTERIOR THEME PACK INTERIOR THEME PACK

EXTERIOR LOOK PACK EXTERIOR LOOK PACK

Orange radiator grille strip Ivory radiator grille stripOrange fog light surrounds Ivory fog light surroundsOrange side protective strip Orange side protective stripOrange tailgate strip Ivory tailgate strip

DECAL DECAL 

Captur decal Map decal

CREATE YOUR OWN STYLE
Discover example exterior and interior configurations 
with the Arizona, Azur and Manhattan customisation options.



Chrome interior trim (on Dynamique) 
and Diamond interior theme pack

Diamond theme steering wheel Dark carbon removable 
upholstery with Diamond theme 

MANHATTAN

INTERIOR THEME PACK

EXTERIOR LOOK PACK

FREEWHEEL
CONSUMPTION, PERFORMANCE… EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW TO UNDERSTAND YOUR VEHICLE.

Black radiator grille strip Black fog light surrounds Black side protective strip Black tailgate strip

WHEEL RIM 

17" black diamond-cut 
wheel rim

DECAL 

Map decal

Energy 
TCe 90

Energy 
TCe 90 *

TCe 90 TCe 120 
EDC

Energy 
dCi 90

dCi 90 
EDC

dCi 90
 

dCi 90 

Fuel Unleaded or E10 petrol Diesel
Fiscal rating (France only)
Emission control level EURO 5 EURO 5 EURO 4 EURO 5 EURO 5 EURO 5 EURO 4 EURO 3
Engine type Turbo/Sequential multipoint injection Turbo/Direct injection/Common rail

ENGINE
Capacity (cm3) 898 898 898 1,197 1,461 1,461 1,461 1,461
No. of cylinders/valves 3/12 3/12 3/12 4/16 4/8 4/8 4/8 4/8
Maximum power (rounded hp DIN) 90 90 90 120 90 90 84 84
Max. power rating (rpm) 5,250 5,250 5,250 4,900 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000
Max. torque Nm EEC 135 135 135 190 220 220 200 200
Max. torque rating (rpm) 2,500 2,500 2,500 2,000 1,750 1,750 1,750 1,750
Particle fi lter - - - - Yes Yes
Stop & Start and energy recovery from braking Yes Yes - - Yes - - -

GEARBOX
Manual 
5-speed

Automatic 
6-speed

Manual 
5-speed

Automatic 
6-speed

Manual 
5-speed

STEERING
Power-assisted Variable power-assisted steering as standard
Ø turning circle between kerbs/walls (m) 10.42/???
Lock-to-lock steering wheel turns (1/2 travel) 1.3

AXLES
Front McPherson type with rectangular lower arm and anti-roll bar
Rear Flexible axle with programmed defl ection and spiral springs
Ø front/rear anti-roll bars (mm) 
with/without ESP (mm) 22.3

WHEELS AND TYRES
Standard tyres 16": 205/60 R16-LRR - 17": 205/55 R17-LRR

PERFORMANCE
Cda aerodynamics (average value) 0.79 0.82 0.83 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.83 0.83
Top speed (km/h) 171 171 170 192 171 CP 167 167
0 - 100 km/h (s) 12"90 13"00 13"00 10"90 13"10 CP 14"10 14"10
400 m stopping distance (s) 18"70 18"70 18"70 17"60 18"70 CP 19"20 19"20
1,000m stopping distance (s) 34"50 34"60 34"60 32"30 34"70 CP 35"70 35"70
Mid-range acceleration 80-120 km/h in 4th 12"60 12"80 12"80 - 11"40 - 12"70 12"70
Mid-range acceleration 80-120 km/h in 5th 19"50 20"00 20"00 - 17"20 - 20"40 20"40
Mid-range acceleration 80-120 km/h in 6th or D - - - 9"60 - CP - -

FUEL CONSUMPTION and EMISSIONS ** 
CO2 emissions (g/km) 113 115 CP 125 95 CP 115 115
Urban cycle (l/100 km) 6 6 CP 6.6 4.2 CP 5 5
Extra-urban cycle (l/100km) 4.3 4.4 CP 4.7 3.4 CP 4 4
Combined cycle (l/100 km) 4.9 5 CP 5.4 3.6 CP 4.4 4.4

CAPACITY
Fuel tank (l) 45

WEIGHT (kg)
Kerb weight 1,101 1,089 CP 1,180 1,170 CP 1,244 1,244
Kerb weight on front/rear 676/425 663/426 CP 756/424 744/426 CP 782/462 782/462
Max. gross vehicle weight (MGVW) 1,658 1,663 CP 1,726 1,729 CP 1,714 1,714
Gross train weight (GTW) 2,558 2,563 CP 2,626 2,629 CP 2,614 2,614
Max. payload 557 574 CP 546 559 CP 470 470
Max. braked trailer (within the GTW limit) 900 900 CP 900 900 CP 900 900
* With RCAR kit. ** According to applicable regulations. CP: certifi cation pending.

Renault Captur eco2 meets the following 3 criteria: 
 vehicles are produced in an ISO 14001-certifi ed plant minimising the impact on the environment;
 vehicles have a CO2 emission rating of less than 120 g/km* or run on biofuels;
 recycled plastic accounts for over 7% of vehicle composition, and 95% of the vehicle can be recycled at the end of its life.
With Renault eco2, the manufacturer is committed throughout the life cycle of the vehicle.

* Offi cial consumption and emissions according to applicable regulations.
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MUST-HAVE ACCESSORIES
WANT EVEN MORE STYLE, COMFORT AND TECHNOLOGY? RENAULT OFFERS A BROAD RANGE OF ORIGINAL 
ACCESSORIES SPECIALLY DESIGNED AND DEVELOPED FOR YOUR RENAULT CAPTUR.

EXTERIOR

1. Front and rear skid plates. Accessorise your Captur with this satin grey pack to reinforce the car's lower structure and give it more of 
an 'SUV' look. 2 and 3. Door mirror casings and exhaust pipe. Make your Captur stand out by adding a sporty, stylish touch with these 
chrome parts. 4. Boot sill. Made from brushed stainless steel. Protects your car's loading sill whilst adding a touch of style. 

TRANSPORT

1. Roof locker. Can be fitted to the Renault roof bars in just a few minutes thanks to the fast attachment system to give additional loading 
space. Opens on both sides for ease of use and can be held open to make loading easier. 2. Transverse roof bars Tested under the most 
stringent standards, this set of two aluminium roof bars is guaranteed to be compatible with the vehicle. Quick and easy to install, the bars 
can be used to safely transport a roof locker, ski rack or bicycle rack (available summer 2013). 3. Ski rack. Very easy to use, supplied 
with 2 anti-theft systems, can be used to safely transport up to 4 pairs of skis (2 snowboards). 4. Bicycle rack. Attaches to any type of 
towbar and can be used to easily transport up to 3 bicycles. 5. Towbar with removable ball joint. Preserves the aesthetic appearance 
of your Captur thanks to its ball joint that can be removed in a few seconds without the need for tools. A swan neck tow bar coupling is 
also available in the Renault network.

1.

2. 3. 4. 5.1.
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3.

2.

6.

1. Armrest. Opt for the front central armrest for better driving comfort and an extra storage compartment. Available in two colours: carbon 
or grey. 2. Separation grille. This grille provides effective separation between the boot and the passenger compartment. Essential for 
ensuring the safety of your pet. 3. Child seat. Easy to install with the Isofix system. Ensure that your child is seated in complete safety 
for every journey. 4. Sun visor. Take care of your passengers' comfort by opting for the rear sun visor set. 5. Rubber mats. Protect the 
passenger compartment against dirt. Easy to clean by washing down with a hose. 6. Premium mats. These passenger compartment mats 
provide effective protection for the original carpet while integrating perfectly into your Captur's interior. Available in four colours (orange, 
blue, silver, ivory), they match your vehicle's interior trim. 

INTERIOR MULTIMEDIA AND DRIVING ASSISTANCE

1. DVD player. Discover the Nextbase Click & Go DVD player with its two 9" screens, two brackets and two headsets. Attaches easily 
to the headrests. Can be used to watch DVDs, view JPG images or play mp3 files. 2. Tablet holder. This holder, which fits onto the front 
headrests holding your multimedia tablets firmly in place, lets rear passengers read or watch a video in complete comfort. 3. Parking 
distance control. This system makes manoeuvring and parking quicker and easier. 4. Alarm. A must-have to ensure your vehicle's security. 
It effectively reduces the risk of theft of the vehicle or its contents.

1. 1.

2. 3. 4.



A FULL LIST OF THE EQUIPMENT AND OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR YOUR VEHICLE. EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR A 
BESPOKE VEHICLE.

Authentique Expression Dynamique

SAFETY
Three height-adjustable rear headrests
Driver and front passenger head- and chest-level side airbags
Anti-lock braking system
Emergency Brake Assist
Driver and passenger front airbags
Automatic dipped headlights and windscreen wipers - Air-con pack
Driver seat belt reminder
ESC
Energy Smart Management
Side indicators
Height-adjustable driver and front passenger seat belts
3-point rear centre seat belt
Isofix 3-point seat attachment system

EXTERIOR DESIGN
Extrême 16" hubcaps - -
16" alloy wheel rims - -
17" orange diamond-cut alloy wheel rims - Orange Look Pack Orange Look Pack
17" ivory diamond-cut alloy wheel rims - Ivory Look Pack Ivory Look Pack
17" black diamond-cut alloy wheel rims - Black Look Pack
Black grain-effect door mirror casings - -
Painted door mirror casings -
Space-saving emergency spare wheel ¤ ¤ ¤
Tyre inflation kit (no jack)

INTERIOR DESIGN
One-colour exterior paintwork ¤
Two-colour exterior paintwork - ¤
Fabric upholstery
Light colour scheme - ¤ -
Dark colour scheme 
Removable upholstery - ¤
Fixed upholstery -
Orange exterior colour pack - ¤ ¤
Ivory exterior colour pack - ¤ ¤
Black exterior colour pack - ¤ ¤
Captur decal - ¤ ¤
Map decal - ¤ ¤
Diamond decal - ¤ ¤
Orange interior pack - ¤ ¤
Ivory interior pack - ¤ -
Turquoise interior pack ¤ ¤
Anodised grey interior pack - -
Glossy chrome interior pack - -
Captur interior theme - ¤ ¤
Map interior theme - ¤ -
Diamond interior theme - ¤ ¤
Leather steering wheel + gear lever knob * -
Foam steering wheel - -

DRIVING
Rear parking distance control with reversing camera - ¤ Techno Pack
Rear parking distance control without camera City Pack City Pack -
Eco Mode - -
Daytime Running Lights
Card unlocking system without hands-free function - -
Card unlocking system with hands-free function -

Authentique Expression Dynamique

VISIBILITY, LIGHTS, MIRRORS, WINDOWS
Heated rear screen
Electric rear windows
Electric driver and front passenger windows - -
One-touch-up window on driver's side (with anti-trapping function) -
Fog lights with cornering function - -
Standard front fog lights -
Electric wing mirrors + demisting function + temperature sensor -
Electric wing mirrors + demisting function + temperature sensor + electric folding function City Pack City Pack 

COMFORT
Smoker's accessories ¤ ¤ ¤
Manual air-conditioning ¤ -
Climate control - Air-con pack
Luggage space cover
Standard heating - -
Electric door locking
Heated front seat ¤ ¤ ¤
Height-adjustable driver's seat
Tinted rear windows - Look Pack
Tinted windows -

AUDIO, MULTIMEDIA
Maps of Europe - ¤
Media Nav - ¤
Renault R-Link - - Techno Pack
Radio CD player with 4 speakers, Bluetooth®, USB -
Radio connected to Renault R-Link - - Techno Pack
Radio integrated into Media Nav - ¤
Radio pre-equipment, with wiring and antenna, without speakers - - -

STORAGE
Turquoise XXL storage drawer ¤ ¤
Orange XXL storage drawer - ¤ ¤
Neutral XXL storage drawer -

EQUIPMENT & OPTIONS

PACKS
City Pack Rear parking sensor + electrically folding door mirrors
Air-con pack Climate control + automatic headlighting and windscreen wipers
Black Look Pack 17" black diamond-cut alloy wheel rims + tinted rear windows
Ivory Look Pack 17" ivory diamond-cut alloy wheel rims + tinted rear windows
Orange Look Pack 17" orange diamond-cut alloy wheel rims + tinted rear windows
Techno Pack Reversing camera + Renault R-Link
Interior colour pack Centre panel surround + side air vent surrounds + speaker surrounds + drawer colour (required)
Exterior colour pack Radiator grille strip + fog light surrounds + strip on lower door protections + tailgate strip
Captur interior theme Captur theme decorative part on leather* steering wheel + orange interior colour pack + orange removable seat covers with Captur decorative theme 
Map interior theme Map theme decorative part on leather* steering wheel + turquoise interior colour pack + blue removable seat covers with Map decorative theme
Diamond interior theme Diamond theme decorative part on leather* steering wheel + chrome or grey interior colour pack + removable seat covers with Diamond decorative theme
* Bovine leather.



DIMENSIONS
HEIGHT, WIDTH, BOOT VOLUME: A CAR DESIGNED TO MEET YOUR EVERY NEED.

WHO BETTER THAN RENAULT TO 
SERVICE YOUR RENAULT?

CUSTOMER SERVICES 

There are many ways you can contact Renault to get information or share your concerns. 
by phone: 008 008 Renault (008 008 736 2858), Monday to Friday, 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.,  
and Saturday, 8 a.m. to 12.30 p.m., toll-free subject to the terms and conditions of your telephone operator.
via the website: www.renault.country 
by post: Renault, Customer Relations Department, 92109 Boulogne-Billancourt Cedex.

Find the answers to all your questions about the workings of Renault vehicles in just one click: 
www.e-guide.renault.com

WARRANTIES

With effect from its delivery date, each Renault vehicle is covered by 
a two-year, unlimited-mileage Diamond Warranty that includes free 
repairs and assistance. Your vehicle has extended warranties against 
paint defects and corrosion of 3 years and 12 years respectively*. 
With great protection against theft and break-ins (excellent Danner 
and Thatcham test results) and affordable repairs, Renault also helps 
to keep your running and insurance costs down.

SERVICE CONTRACTS

The Diamond Contract extends the warranty to 5 years  
or 100,000 km and includes parts and labour, 7-day round-the-
clock assistance and a replacement vehicle if your vehicle cannot 
be driven. The Maintenance Contract takes care of all maintenance 
and repairs for 4 years or 120,000 km through a range of additional 
services adapted to your profile, such as coverage for the costs of 
maintenance and normal wear and tear. The Renault Confidence 
Pack gives you complete peace of mind for 3 years or 80,000 km. 
It combines a maintenance contract with a replacement vehicle in 
case of breakdown and servicing, the financing of your car and its 
exchange after three years. A single monthly payment allows for 
a controlled budget and guaranteed mobility.

FINANCE OPTIONS

Through its financing subsidiary, DIAC, Renault offers a wide range 
of finance deals. Renault New Deal offers you the simplicity of 
an "all-inclusive" package which includes finance, warranty, 
maintenance and trade-in at the end of the contract. 

RENAULT ASSISTANCE

Whether your car needs on-site breakdown assistance or towing 
to the nearest workshop, the Renault Assistance network is there 
for you 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

RENAULT NETWORK SERVICES

The Renault Minute (maintenance without pre-booking) and  
Renault Minute Bodywork (work on paint, lights, windscreen, 
bodywork, etc.) services provide the best maintenance quality 
with a 1-year warranty on repairs carried out and use of Renault 
genuine spare parts. 
Renault Rent enables you to hire a passenger or utility vehicle for 
a short period of time.

* Except New Master range: 6-year anti-corrosion warranty.

BOOT VOLUME (dm3) 
VDA volume (standard ISO 3832, under shelf, min./max. 377/455
Max. volume with rear seats folded down (up to roof) 1,235

DIMENSIONS (mm)
A Wheelbase 2,606
B Overall length 4,122
C Front overhang 866
D Rear overhang 650
E Front track (with 15" standard tyre, measured at the base of the wheel) 1,531
F Rear track (with 15" standard tyre, measured at the base of the wheel) 1,516
G Overall width excl. door mirrors 1,778
H Unladen height 1,566
H1 Height, unladen with tailgate open 2,031
J Unladen boot sill height 732
K Ground clearance (laden) 170
L Knee room in 2nd row 215
M Front elbow room 1,380
M1 Rear elbow room 1,370

N Front shoulder width 1,368
N1 Rear shoulder width 1,330
P Headroom at 14° in 1st row (front seats) 905
P1 Headroom at 14° in 2nd row (rear seats) 860

Y Upper boot entrance width/Maximum boot width 905  
1,010

Y1 Lower boot entrance width 983
Y2 Interior width between wheel arches 990
Z Boot entrance height 685
Z1 Max. loading length (from boot lid to rear seats, folded down) 1,512
Z2 Loading length behind the seats (bench seat moved forward/back) 884/724
Z3 Height under rear shelf 595



THE RENAULT NETWORK 
UNDERTAKES TO
RESPOND TO YOUR ONLINE REQUESTS IN UNDER 4 WORKING HOURS

GUARANTEE YOU A TEST DRIVE IN A VEHICLE FROM THE RANGE OF YOUR CHOICE, IMMEDIATELY 
OR BY APPOINTMENT WITHIN 4 WORKING DAYS

KEEP YOU INFORMED ABOUT THE PROGRESS OF YOUR ORDER UNTIL DELIVERY

DELIVER YOUR VEHICLE ON TIME AND FOR THE PRICE AGREED

ENSURE YOU ARE NOT CHARGED FOR ANY WORK CARRIED OUT WITHOUT YOUR AGREEMENT

PROVIDE A 1-YEAR PARTS AND LABOUR GUARANTEE FOR WORK CARRIED OUT IN  
OUR WORKSHOPS THAT YOU HAVE PAID FOR

REWARD YOUR LOYALTY BY GIVING YOU SPECIAL OFFERS ON XX

THIS UNDERTAKING MAY VARY FROM COUNTRY TO COUNTRY



YOUR MY RENAULT SPACE. 
A WORLD OF SIMPLICITY 
CREATED JUST FOR YOUR VEHICLE
TAKE A LOOK TODAY AT YOUR PERSONAL MY RENAULT SPACE ONLINE, 
AN EFFICIENT TOOL TO HELP YOU MANAGE YOUR VEHICLE DAY-TO-DAY. 

REGISTER FREE AT 
WWW.MYRENAULT.COM 

REAL-TIME
ORDER

TRACKING FOR
YOUR VEHICLE 

YOUR TAILORED 
MAINTENANCE 
PROGRAMME

EXCLUSIVE 
LOYALTY 

REWARDS 

ACCESS YOUR ONLINE 
SERVICES

DRIVE THE CHANGE
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TOUCH & EXPLORE

4. Vehicle information. Reduce your fuel consumption with fun coaching from Driving eco2. View data for your journeys and get handy personalised tips. 5. Services. 
Make use of the pre-installed applications (e-mail, R-link Tweet, Renault Assistance, weather, etc.). Access the whole range of Renault R-Link applications 
from your Captur, with three months' free connectivity*. Create your account on the Renault website (or in My Renault depending on the country), visit R-Link Store 
to download maps, software updates, etc. and watch Renault R-Link tutorials. 6. System. Easily adjust the Renault R-Link settings to suit your personal preferences 
(language, clock, sounds, etc.).

1. Touchscreen with customisable home page. Select shortcuts to access your favourite functions with a single tap. 2. Music on the move. Connect via Bluetooth 
or the Renault R-Link USB port to listen to your music. 3. Telephone system. For added safety, make hand-free calls with Bluetooth or use voice commands* to dial 
a number or call a contact from your phone book.

Through innovation,  
Renault is bringing the car 
closer to your lifestyle

Stay connected on the move! With Renault 
R-Link, access your contacts, your music and 
your web applications - all at your fingertips via the 
touchscreen or steering wheel-mounted controls. 
Using the R-Link Voice* intuitive voice control, you 
can even give an address, call a contact from 
your phone book, make a phone call or display 
an application.

Through innovation,  
we are making vehicles  
even more user-friendly

Enjoy the pre-installed applications (email, R-Link 
Tweet, Renault Assistance, weather), the LIVE 
services* and Coyote Series*. With R-Link Store, 
discover and download a range of other car apps 
(e-guide, fuel prices, etc.), info apps (Euronews, 
Metro, etc.) and practical apps (TomTom Places, 
etc.), along with apps for fun, culture or travel, not 
forgetting weather forecasts...

Through our innovation,  
we are building the future  
of your dreams

Reducing your fuel consumption on a daily basis 
is made easy with the Driving eco² programme 
and its customised advice. You can also plan for 
the vagaries of motoring with HD Traffic*.

* Availability may vary depending on country.

WHAT COULD BE MORE EXCITING THAN HAVING THE FUTURE AT YOUR FINGERTIPS? WITH THE RENAULT 
R-LINK 100% TOUCHSCREEN NETWORK-CONNECTED MULTIMEDIA TABLET, YOU CAN EXPLORE A RANGE 
OF FUNCTIONALITIES WITH EASE: TOMTOM ® LIVE* NAVIGATION, MULTIMEDIA, TELEPHONE SYSTEM… 
YOU CAN EVEN REDUCE YOUR FUEL CONSUMPTION AND DOWNLOAD A WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS. 
TAKING YOU EVEN FURTHER!
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OUR PRIORITY:
YOUR SATISFACTION 

Quality is a requirement that is embedded in Renault's genes. This quest 
for excellence can be found at every stage, from vehicle design through 
to after-sales service. 

Nowadays, Renault is recognised by the press and specialist organisations for 
its highly reliable passenger and commercial vehicle range. 
Also, its sales network, thanks to its unfaltering attention to its customers, is 
now considered amongst the best on the market in terms of sales and after-
sales service quality.

"Quality remains a strategic priority for the Group and a value that benefits the 
image of our brands. Professionalism, competency, expertise, rigour, and high 
standards: Renault applies these values to each stage of the vehicle life cycle to 
offer its customers the highest-quality product and service and thereby ensure 
their total satisfaction. "

Jean-Pierre Vallaude, Quality Director for the Renault Group.

RENAULT QUALITY IN FIGURES 

 (New Vehicle Quality survey of 300,000 Renault customers worldwide in 2011.)

 This plan has structured the service-quality approach of the Renault network since 2006.

 Tests performed by Renault on all continents.

FOR THE CAPTUR, RENAULT HAS IMPLEMENTED ITS OWN QUALITY STANDARDS. A NEW, PRIMER-FREE 
PAINTWORK TECHNOLOGY WITH NO BASECOAT CURING IS BEING USED FOR THE FIRST TIME. A HIGH-
STRENGTH VARNISH GIVES THE COLOURS AN GLOSSIER FINISH. THE FINISH LEVEL IS UNPRECEDENTED. 
OVERALL, YOUR SATISFACTION WILL BE ENHANCED!
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"ECO-DRIVING. YOU HAVEN'T SEEN ANYTHING YET!"

"IT IS POSSIBLE TO BE DYNAMIC YET CONSCIENTIOUS, SPORTY YET RELAXED, ACTIVE YET LEVEL-HEADED. 
YOU CAN BE BOTH A RACING DRIVER AND AN ECO DRIVER". THIS IS WHAT THE RENAULT CAPTUR HAS 
TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT. WITH ITS MULTIPLE DEDICATED FEATURES, THE CAPTUR OFFERS A NEW LEVEL 
OF DRIVING PLEASURE AND BEHAVIOUR. BUT WHAT IS ECO-DRIVING? PATRICK VINCENT, DRIVING ECO2 

PROJECT MANAGER AT RENAULT'S PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT DIVISION, EXPLAINS.

Driving habits are changing – that is a fact. 
Encouraged by the media, manufacturers and 
authorities, the concept of eco-driving is gaining 
ground every day. More relaxed, cleaner driving, 
lower fuel consumption and less vehicle wear: the 
arguments in favour of eco-driving are plentiful. 
And the results speak for themselves: eco-driving 
produces average fuel savings of 5 to 10%! With 
Driving eco2, fuel consumption and CO2 emissions 
can be cut by 25% (depending on the driving 
conditions, driving style and motorist).

How can I learn to "eco-drive"?
There are a number of eco-driving training courses, 
but it is easy to achieve results by following a few 
simple rules: start the car without 'heating' the engine 
needlessly; accelerate firmly at low speeds and 

shift quickly up to the next gear; anticipate well 
to avoid needless braking; turn off the ignition 
whenever you stop for more than a few seconds 
(which is what Stop & Start does); relieve the 
vehicle of any unnecessary heavy items; check 
the tyre pressure. Also, make sure you always 
drive dynamically and smoothly, with patience 
and a smile.

Captur: eco-driving as second nature
Eco-driving comes as second nature to the 
Captur. Its innovative technology gives each 
driver even greater control over fuel consumption 
and CO2 emissions. Various assistance tools on 
the instrument panel make things easier; an 
indicator shows the best moment to change gear, 
whilst another assesses your driving style (green, 

yellow, orange). By activating Eco Mode, you can 
benefit from engine settings optimised for more 
restrained, economical driving. The Renault R-Link 
console, meanwhile, allows you to go even further 
with Driving eco2, which measures each driver's 
eco-driving profile and gives practical tips to 
improve and cut down on fuel consumption and 
CO2 emissions. Eco-driving: yet another discovery...

THE GUIDE
TO ECO-DRIVING
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OUR NUMBER ONE PRIORITY: 
SAFETY FOR ALL

SAFETY IS ONE OF RENAULT'S CORE PRIORITIES. THE CAPTUR IS A PERFECT EXAMPLE: ITS ACTIVE AND 
PASSIVE SAFETY FEATURES ARE AMONG THE MOST INNOVATIVE AND EFFICIENT AVAILABLE.

1.

2.

3. 4.

1. Protection. Reinforced structure, high-efficiency front airbags, head/chest side airbags, pressure sensor to detect impact, seat belts with pretensioners 
and force limiters (front seats), anti-whiplash headrests, force limiter function (rear side seats), anti-submarining front seats (Fix4sure). Three Isofix 3-point seat 
attachments (front + rear side seats). 2. Hill Start Assist. When starting the vehicle on a hill, the brake pressure is automatically maintained for two seconds, giving 
the driver time to manoeuvre. 3. Parking distance control. To facilitate parking manoeuvres, the parking distance control system alerts you to any obstacles behind 
the car with a series of increasingly rapid beeps. The system can be equipped with a reversing camera that sends the image to the navigation system screen and 
displays guidance aids. 4. Corner lighting. When taking corners, the fog light on the side nearest the bend lights up automatically to give you a wider field of vision. 

Renault puts people at the heart of its strategy 
and has been involved in many social initiatives 
on the subject of road safety and risk awareness 
in schools and universities, for young people 
and international institutions. The brand is 
also committed to improving the efficiency of 
emergency services when deployed. 

RENAULT SAFETY IN FIGURES

PROMOTE AWARENESS 
AND ASSIST
For everyone's safety

Designed to empower and inform the driver in 
real time, the technology developed by Renault 
allows you to drive more safely and with more 
peace of mind.

Renault has developed driver support systems 
to ensure responsiveness in any situation and 
help to deal with road hazards and driver errors. 

Thanks to its expertise in accident research and 
new technology for all, Renault offers one of the 
safest ranges on the market. Our priority: to ensure 
maximum safety and save lives in the event of 
an accident. 

PREVENT
To anticipate risks  
and notify the driver  
under all circumstances

CORRECT
Advanced technology  
that rewrites the rules 

PROTECT
All occupants  
of the vehicle as well  
as other road users



THE FULL RENAULT RANGE
AT WWW.RENAULT.TV

CONTINUE YOUR
RENAULT CAPTUR EXPERIENCE

AT WWW.RENAULT.PAYS

RENAULT

LIFE
CAPTURE
CAPTUR
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Every precaution has been taken to ensure that this publication is accurate and up to date on the date it is printed. This document has been created 
on the basis of pilot lots and prototypes. As part of its ongoing product improvement policy, Renault reserves the right to modify the specifications, 
vehicles and accessories described and shown at any time. Such modifications shall be communicated to Renault dealers as quickly as possible. 
According to the country of sale, certain versions may differ and certain equipment may be unavailable (as standard, on option or as an accessory). 
Please contact your nearest dealer for the latest information. For printing reasons, the colours that appear in this document may differ slightly from 
those of the actual paint and interior trim. All rights reserved. The reproduction in any format and by any means of all or part of this publication 
without prior written authorisation from Renault is prohibited.

(www.renault.com)


